
General Event Information:

First name: ................................................... Surname: .....................................................

 ..................................................................... Postcode: ....................................................

Tel No: .......................... Email: ..........................................................

Date of birth if under 18: …………………………

(Parental Consent opposite must be signed if under 18)

Name: ..........................................................  Telephone: .................................................

Relationship to rider: ...................................

Name: ...........................................................   Date: ..........................................................

Signature: .....................................................

CTC will not disclose the information on this form to any other organisation. If you do not want any 

photographs used please notify the event organiser.

Details of participant: (Please use BLOCK CAPITALS)

Disclaimer for entrants

Additional notes:  Public roads and rights of way will not be closed and therefore entrants must be 

aware of other users, ride safely and follow the Highway Code.  You should take in to account the 

variety of riding styles and abilities, and the likelihood that you will catch up with groups of cyclists 

along the way.  Take care not to reduce your standard of cycling when consulting route sheets, joining 

in observation activities such as looking for treasure hunt clues etc, and stop in appropriate locations.

Address: ..............................................................................................................................

Emergency contact details: 

CTC membership number (if applicable) ………………………………………….........................

I agree that I understand and will abide by the terms and conditions required by the CTC for the safe 

participation in this activity and to act responsibly and adhere to the rules of the road and countryside. 

Marshals, if they are used, are solely to indicate the direction and it is my responsibility to ensure that 

the manoeuvre is carried out safely. I hereby maintain that I am fit and healthy enough to participate in 

the activity described above and my cycle is in a safe, legal and rideable condition. I also accept that 

the CTC cannot be held responsible for any personal injury, accident, loss, damage or public liability 

during the event.

CTC rides are covered by Organisers Public Liability Insurance and CTC members are covered by 

third party insurance, all riders who are not members of the organisations are advised to join the CTC 

or obtain their own insurance.

The ride is for the most part on quiet Devon roads but there are parts that can be moderately 

busy at times and great care should be taken at all times.
PLEASE ensure that you are familiar with the route and route sheet before embarking on the 

ride.

This event is a tourist trial and NOT a race

In event of deciding not to complete the ride after starting it please text Brian Jago on 

07900442989  to advise and ensure you give your name.

ENTRY FORM FOR EVENTS

     For CTC members and non-members

EVENT: 100:8 – 9 hours  DATE: 16th September 2012

                APPROX. DISTANCE:…100 miles    Cost:  £ 2.00..      

This event requires a reasonable level of proficiency in following a route sheet and those 

undertaking the event should carry such money,food, clothing ,tools, spares and maps 

covering the route as to make them self sufficient on the ride.


